
Is it really just …

The 5 Second Rule?



Background information and 
RationaleM

My Hypothesis is….
 If I drop a piece of turkey on the floor, from 1-10 seconds Then  with that 
alone it would be able to grow mold, because my research showed that germs 
can travel onto food in milliseconds.  

I decided to start my research off with what the 5 second rule is and what it 
originated from, I found that  the 5 second rule is a common  myth that if you 
drop something and pick it back up in less than 5-10 seconds it would be safe to 
eat, believing that it would take 5-10 seconds for germs to travel onto food when 
it would take milliseconds. I also say that the most effective way to incubate 
bacteria is with petri dishes and letting the petri dishes incubate at 99F.



Research Question

My research question is “How Many Germs Does The 5 

Second Rule Produce.

I decided to go with this idea because I have never done 

something to do with bacteria growth before so I thought 

it would fun to try.



Materials

● Bologna
● Petri Dish
● Swab
● Black light
● Uv light
● Aquarium
● 75 watt lamp



Investigative Methods or Procedure 

1. Drop the turkey
2. Let the turkey sit for 5 seconds
3. Swab turkey and put swab in petri dish
4. Incubate petri dish at 22 celsius for 7 days with aquarium and 75 watt bulb
5. Place each petri dish inside a ziplock bag to prevent drying out
6. Put petri dish under inspection
7. Repeat with different time intervals and different surfaces

Variables 
Independent Variables

● Different amount of time dropped and left on the ground
● surface

Dependant 

● Bacteria growth

Control

● Temperature kept at
● Food
● Same swab brand



Results and Data Visualization
● My results were that the 1 and 5 second drop test grew about the 

same amount of bacteria while the 10 second drop test had the most 

bacteria.
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Discussion and 
Interpretation

In my graph it showed that the 10 second test grew the 

most bacteria while the control grew little to no bacteria, 

and the 5 second had barely any more bacteria then the 1 

second drop test while still having some bacteria. This 

shows that even if you pick up the food right after you 

drop it there will still be significant amounts of bacteria. 

My graph proves my hypothesis is correct and showing 

that in milliseconds bacteria can travel onto food. 



Conclusions and Ideas for Future 
Research

In conclusion dropping food on the floor for even a second 

will still grow significant amounts of bacteria. In the future 

I would probably research what types of germs/bacteria 

are on our floors and countertops and how 

deadly/infectious they are.
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Science

1.is the 5 second rule real?(testable)
2.which mask brand is most effective(not testable)

3.Which tape holds the longest(testable)

Engineering

1.retractable bridge (hard)
2.Auto sprinkler (medium)
3.Making the most resistible paper.(hard)

Final Idea 

Is the 5 second rule real?

I decided to go with my idea because I feel that it is original and I want people to 
rethink their life decisions and it was the most testable and easiest for me to  do.
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I decided to start researching about the 5 second rule about what the 5 
second rule is/what it originates from.I found that the 5 second rule is a 
common  myth that if you drop something and pick it back up in less than 
5-10 seconds it would be safe to eat.It turns out that almost no one to 
nobody knows about the origin ou the 5 second rule so I couldn't find 
anything about the 5 second rule origin.I also found that the best way to test 
the germs were to use a petri dish with bacteria growth agar ltaht et plates 
incubate. I also decided to  use different intervals between picking up the 
food to simulate the 5-10 second rule.Lastly I found that using  
black/ultraviolet light would be good to see the germs on that food.My 
Hypothesis is that I think If i drop a piece of turkey on the floor from 1-10 
seconds Then  with that alone it would be able to grow mold,because my 
research showed that germs can travel onto food in milliseconds.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
and HYPOTHESIS 
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